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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative noetherian d-dimensional ring. Recall that for 
n > d + 2 the group E,(R) (the subgroup of GL,(R) generated by elementary 
matrices) acts transitively on Urn,,(R), the set of unimodular rows of length .YI 
over R. If d > 2, we will describe an abelian group structure on Urxd+ ,(R)/ 
Ed+,(R). This group structure will be closely related with the higher 
Mennicke symbols of Suslin. In fact this article is mainly an elaboration of a 
theme in Suslin ( 141 (in particular [ 14, Sect. 11 j, Recall that for d = I, b] 
the Bass-Kubota theorem there is a bijection MS,(R) ++ Umz(R)/SLz(R) fl 
E(R), where MSz(R) denotes the target group of the universal Mennicke 
symbol, as in Suslin [ 13, Sect. 51. We will see that more generally 
hfS,+ ,(R) * um,, , (R)/SL,+ ,(R) f’E(R) if d is odd. Now let d = 2. Then, 
by a theorem of Vaserstein, Um,(R)/E,(R) . IS in bijective correspondence 
with a certain Witt group [ 17, Cor. 7.41. In particular Um,(R)/E,(R) gets 
the structure of an abelian group. We will derive from this (inductively) the 
structure of an abelian group on Urn,, ,(R)/E,+ ,(R) for d > 3. (It would be 
desirable to have an interpretation of these abelian groups in terms of Witt 
groups or of similar Grothendieck groups of categories.) 
As an intriguing by-product we get an abelian group structure on the set 
of isomorphism classes of oriented stably free rank d projective modules. (If 
d is odd one does not need the orientations. See 4.8.) 
We will borrow heavily from the work of Suslin and Vaserstein. For the 
convenience of the reader we have included a proof of Vaserstein’s 
prestabilization theorem for K, , making no restriction on the presence of 
zero-divisors. (In Vaserstein’s original proof such restrictions were made, but 
he has long since been able to remove them. Because of the crucial role his 
theorem plays in connecting higher Mennicke symbols with ordinary K- 
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groups and with the group constructed in this article, an updated exposition 
seemed desirable.) 
2. VASERSTEIN'S PRE-STABILIZATION THEOREM FOR K, 
(2.1). Let A be an associative ring with 1 and let 1 be a two-sided ideal 
in A. For n 2 2 we define E#, I) to be the subgroup of GLJA) generated 
by the ei,(a) with a E A, 2 < i < IZ, and the ej,(x), x E 1, 2 ,< i < n. Recall 
that E,(A, 1) denotes the smallest normal subgroup of E,(A) containing the 
elements e?,(x) with x E I. As is pointed out in [ 17, Sect. 21, E,(A, I) is 
generated by elements eij(a) eii(x) e&a) with a E A, x E 1, i #j, provided 
that n > 3. (The proof (see (21, Lemma 8]), exploits the Steinberg relations, 
as in the next proof.) Recall that GL,(A, I) = ker(GL,(A) + GL,@/I)). 
(2.2) LEMMA. For n > 3 the following sequence is exact. 
1 --f E,(‘4,1) + EA(A? I) --f E:,(A/I, 0) + 1. 
Thus E,(A, I) equals E,@, I) n GL,(A, I). 
Proofi It suffices to show that ,!?:(A, I) contains the sets 
S, = (eij(a) ej,(x) e,(-a): a E A, x E Z} for all roots ij (cf. 2.1). In the 
following computation we show that if E$l, I) contains Si, and Sjlr it 
contains Si,i. We write 8 for some elements of I and of ,?:(A: 1) and we use 
the standard identities [ gh, k] = g[h, k] [ g, k], [g, hk] = [g, h] h [g, k], where 
“y denotes xq’x- ’ and [x,j] denotes “J . J!-‘, as usual. Let xEZ, aEA. We 
get (compare also [6, 3.51) 
eii’“)eji(,y) = ‘iJ’“‘[ejk(l), eki(*)] 
= [ eV’“‘ej,( l), ‘da)eki(*)] 
= [eik(a) ejk(lh eki(*:> ekjt*)l 
= ric’“‘[ej,(l), eki(*) ekj(*)] [cik(a), cki(*) ekj(*:)] 
= elfi(a)eji(*:) eik(a)eki(*’ [ej,( I), ekj(*)] [e,(a), eki(*)] ehj(*) eij(*) 
= (*) eik(“‘(eki(*) eji(*)[e,jk(l), ehj(*)])[eik(a), eJ*>](*) 
= (+:)[eik(ah ~,i~*~1~*~~~.ik~~~~~~ji*~l~*~~~ik~~~~~~i~~~>l~*>~ 
which lies in the group generated by EA(A. I), Sikr Sj,. Similarly, if E,‘,(A: I) 
contains Ski and S, it contains Sji. Therefore, as it contains S,? , S,, , it 
contains S,, , S,?, S,,, S,,. And so on. 
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Remark. The same type of argument may be used in the Steinberg group 
St,,(A). 
(2.3) Conuentions. In the rest of this article we make the following 
assumptions (cf. [2, Chap. IV, VI): 
The ring A is finitely generated as a module over a central subring R. There 
is an integer n so that the maximal spectrum of R is the union of I/(1) = jm: 
the image of I in .4/tnA is contained in the Jacobson radical of A/m4 } and 
finitely many subsets Vi, where each Vi, when endowed with the (topolqgy 
induced from the) Zariski topology is a noetherian space of dimension <d. 
(The reader may feel more comfortable with the special case where 
A = I = R is a commutative noetherian ring of dimension d). As a subspace 
of a noetherian space X never has larger dimension than X, we further 
assume that the Vi are disjoint from each other and from V(1). 
(2.4) The hypotheses in (2.3) are designed to make Bass’ Stable Range 
Theorem apply to the ideal 1, i.e., to make that st.r. (I) < d -t 1 in the 
terminology of [ 191. In fact we have the following result. which may appear 
stronger. but is actually equivalent to st.r.(Z) < d + 1. 
PROPOSITION (cf. 120, Thm. 2.3(e), Thm. 2.5 ] j. Let (a, ,... ~ a,,,! E 
Urn,+,(A), m > d + 1, a, - 1 E I. Let S be a subset of size d-t 1 0s 
{O,..., m -- 1 }. Then there are ti E I with ti = 0 for i @ S such that 
(0, + a,,,f,,..., a,,,-, + a,t,,- J E um,JA). 
Proof. We argue by induction on d as in the proof of [20, Thm. 2.5 ] 
(compare also [2, proof of V Thm. 3.51). First let us check the result when R 
is a field. We may compute modulo the Jacobson radical, so we may as weli 
assume that A is simple. But then the ideal I equals 0 or A. If I = 0, then 
a, = 1. If I = A, use [ 19, Thm. 1, Cor. to Thm. 31. More generally the case 
d = 0 is easy, as one has to deal with only finitely many points outside P’(1). 
(See also what follows.) Now let d 2 1. Choose m, ,...~ m, so that each 
irreducible component of each Vi contains at least one mj. Say s E S, s += 0. 
We now wish to choose ri E A so that r,,, E 1 and so that 0, = a, + Cirs airi 
is a unit in A @ R,/mj for j = l,.... g. To see that this is possible, consider the 
image r of I in A = A @ R/m, f7 ... f-7 m, = fl,jA @ Rirnj and observe that 
we can use the argument above in each factor A @ R/m,, as R/m,; is a field. 
Now compute as in [20, proof Theorem 3.51: One finds 4 in R 17 a’,.,4, q not 
in any of the mj, applies the inductive assumption to the image of I in A,iqA. 
with s deleted from S, and so on. 
(2.5) Contrary to [20] we will further restrict ourselves to the case d > 1. 
(2.6) Notations. M,(A) is the ring of 11 by II matrices over A, 
A4,#) = ker(A4,r(L4> + M,(A/Ij), GLJA, Z) = ker(GL,,(A) + GL,(A/Z,l). If 
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X= 1, + Y . diag(q, I,..., 1) is invertible, write zq,u, or simply zq, for the 
invertible matrix 1, + diag(q, I,... 9 1). Y(cf. [4, 8.4; 20, Sect. 11). Let 
E,!JA, 1) be the subgroup of G&(A) generated by E&f, 1) and the y,,,I- with 
X= 1, + Y. diag(q, l,..., l), XE E,#, I), YE M,(I), q E A. We intend to 
prove the following version of Vaserstein’s pre-stabilization theorem. 
(2.7) THEOREM. Let d> 1 (cJ: (2.3)). Then 
(2.8) COROLLARY (Vaserstein’s Pre-stabilization Theorem, cf. [20, 
(3.4)]). Th k e emel of the surjective homomorphism GL,~, ,(A, I) -+ K,(A, I) 
is the smallest subgroup H of GL,, ,(A) normalized by E,, ,(A) and 
containing all matrices of the form (1 + DY)( 1 + YD) - ’ with 
D = diag(q, l,..., l)forsomeqEA, YEM,+,(Z), l+DYEGL,+,(A,Z). 
Proof of Corollary. Ed+ ,(A, I) is contained in H and H is contained in 
the kernel, by [20, Sect. 11. We have to show that the kernel is not larger 
than H. By stability for K, ([20, Theorem 3.21; see also [ 16, Thm. 2.21) the 
kernel equals EdfZ(A, I) fl GLd+ ,(A) and the rest is easy (use (2.2)). 
(2.9) Remarks. (a) F or y1> 3 one has [E,(A), GL,,(A, Z)] =E,,(A, I) 
(see [21, Cor. 141). Hence for d > 2 the group H of the corollary is actually 
generated by E d+l(A,Z) and the matrices (1 + DY)(l + YD)-’ of the 
corollary. 
(b) For d = 1 the pre-stabilization theorem implies the Bass-Kubota 
theorem (cf. [ 17, Sect. 16, Remark (b)]), as follows. As in [ 13, Sect. 51, let 
MS,@, Z) denote the target group of the universal Mennicke symbol on 
Um,(A, Z) and let ms(v) denote the class of v. 
THEOREM (Kubota). Let d = 1 and A = R (cJ: (2.3)). The map ms: 
(: i) M ms(a, b) defines a homomorphism GL,(A, I) + MS2(A, I). 
Proof. The proof in [4] is given for the case that A is a l-dimensional 
domain. As is well known, one can easily deal with zero divisors. Before 
sketching the argument we give some definitions. 
(2.10) DEFINITIONS. If X is an irreducible component of dimension d of 
one of the Vi (see (2.3)), we say that the prime ideal p = nrncx rtt is a critical 
prime ideal. There are finitely many critical primes. If p is critical then R/p 
is infinite, because d > 1. Recall that this fact is useful for achieving 
“multiple” goals (compare [6, Sect. 2: 6; 71). In this article we say that an 
element a of A is in general position if for each critical p, a @ 1 is a unit in 
d(p) = A OR k(p), where k(p) is the field of fractions of R/p. If a is in 
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general position, there is an x E A such that xa E R, xu E p for each critical 
pi Observe that spec(R/xaR) is the union of V(I+ .uuA/xaA) and finitely 
many subspaces of dimension at most d - 1. 
(2.11) Let us return to the proof of Kubota’s theorem. Thus d = 1. Let 
be elements of GL?(A, I). From [4, Sect. 61 one sees 
(i) If g E E,(A) then ms( gag- ‘) = WE(~), 
(ii) If h E E,(A, Z) then ms(ah) = ms(ha) = ms(a). 
(iii) If ds 1 mod (a’ - 1) and dA + a’il = A, then ms(a’a) = 
msja’) ms(a). 
To show that ms(a’a) = ms(a’) ms(a) in the general case. we adapt page 10.5 
of [4] as follows. First multiply a’ by an element of E,(lj so as to reduce to 
the case that a’? a’ - 1 are in general position. Then multiply a (from the 
right) by an element of E2(A, 1) so as to achieve d = 1 mod (a’ - 1 j. {By 
Prop. 2.4 we may use [20, Thm. 2.3(d)] to see that SL,(A. 1) = 
SL,(A, (a’ - 1) A) E2(A, I).) Finally multiply a from the right by an element 
e,.,(x): x E (a’ - 1) A E I to reduce to case (iii). 
(2.12) THEOREM (Bass-Kubota). Let d = 1, A = R. Therz ms induces a?? 
isomorphism SK,(A. I) --f MSI(A, I). 
Proof. By 2.1 l(i) the kernel of ms: GL,(A, I) + MS2(A, I) is normalized 
by E?(A). If YE M,(I), q E A, D = diag(q, I) with 1 f DY invertible, then 
clearly ms( 1 + DY) = ms( 1 + YD). By Corollary 2.8 we therefore get a 
homomorphism K,(A, I) + MS,(A, I), induced by ins. Now compare with the 
usual homomorphism MS,(A, I)+ SK,(A,I), as in [4, Sect. 51: cf. ]9, 
Sect. 131. 
(2.13) To prove Theorem 2.7 we introduce a normal form. Put 
Let C (cf. [6, 7,8]) denote the set of elements of GL,+>(Aj that can be 
written as (‘y y )( i I;‘) with ME EA+ ,(A, I) f? GLd+ !(A. I), t’ a row with 
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entries in A, 1%’ a row with entries in I, P-‘NPEgA+,(A, I). Note that 
modulo I every element of C has the form 
(2.14) LEMMA (cf. [20, Sect. 11). Let X= ld+ , + YD E GL,, ,(A), with 
D = diag(q, l,..., l), q E A, as usual. Let b denote thefirst column of Y. Then 
In particular, if YE Md+ 1(1), XE EA+ ,(A, I), then zq E I?:+ ,(A, I) and the 
matrix is in C. 
ProoJ: Say Y = ( t, ,&) with M E M,(A). Then 
(2.15) PROPOSITION. Let d 2 1 and E = e, e, ... e,, where 
eiE (e,,,.,(a):aEA, 1 <p,<d+ 1) 
u {ep,d+Z(x):~ E I, 1 <p < d+ 2). 
Choose a row u, with entries in A, so that the lower left hand corner of 
is in general position (see 2.10) for i = 0, I,..., t. Then there is a column v so 
that 
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ProoJ It clearly sufftces to show: If YE C, e is one of the ej, and the 
lower left hand corners of Y, Ye are both in general position, then there is a 
column ~1 such that 
(ly ; ) YeE c. 
Note further that we may assume e = edtZ., (*). the other cases being easy. 
Write Y as 
with ncrEE~+,(A,I)nGL,+,(A,I), w-0 mod I, P-‘IVPEJ!?~+,(A.I). As 
M normalizes the group of the 
and C is invariant under left multiplication by M*‘, we may replace M by 
1 d+, . As we may also absorb 
! 0  1 0 r 1 0 1 i 
into ( A ,E) we may take r to be zero, so that 
i 
1 0 0 
0 i 
‘1 
Y= 
0 1 
c 
M’ 
0 i iv’ 
,4 0 1 
Write the first column of Ye as 
a0 
aI i) 5 a2 z 
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where a,, a2, z are scalars and a, is a column of length d- 1. Choose 
s E AznR such that s is not in any of the critical primes. Choose rO, r,. 
both congruent to zero mod 1, so that 
is unimodular. (Modulo s one may take a lower value for d and then apply 
Proposition 2.4 to the transpose of the column; cf. [20, Thm. 2.61.) Say 
(b,, b,,y) 
-r,/1 
z’= 
i i 
-T-,/Z . 
/I 
Note that the entries of u are in I. We have to show that (i f ) Ye E C. As 
it follows from Lemma 2.14 that ( A y) YE C. Say 
with M, EEA,, (A, 1) n GLd+,(A, I), etc. It suffices to show now that 
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or that 
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where 
Put 
/I 0 
ii 
1 
-a, - 
1 -a,- 
0 1 
0 0 
i! 1 0 
r,a2 1 
- rOaz 
0 
1 d-l 
0 
where ,~=a,- 1 +r,a,-aal. Note that BEE~+I(A,I)nGLd.,,(rl,I) and 
that 
Therefore the first column of the element 
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of Eii, 1(x& 4 n G&i+ I(4 1) is equal to the top part of the first column of 
Applying Lemma 2.14 again we see that 
and that does it, as 
is just 
i g 01 0 1 0 1 i 
times this element. 
(2.16) Next let us prove Theorem 2.7. First consider a generator of type 
zq,Y of Z?i+ 2(A, I). By Lemma 2.2 the corresponding X lies in E,, &I, I) and 
we see from Lemma 2.14, viewed as giving a relation in Ed+2(A)/Ed+z(A, I), 
that zQ, Y lies in E,, 2 (A, I) too (cf. [20, Sect. 11). Thus the right hand side in 
Theorem 2.7 is contained in the group EA+,(A, Z) n GLd+&4, I); hence by 
2.2 it is contained in the left hand side. To derive the reverse inclusion, 
consider an element E' of Ed+z(A,Z)f' GLd+,(A)' 
Put 
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say E = (A F). E E Ed+@, I). By Lemma 2.2, with the indices 1 and d + 2 
interchanged, we may write E = e, . . . e, as in Proposition 2.15. Thus we 
have (A ix:, y) E=(‘y ;)(A ,;.) with MEE~+,(A,Z)nGL,+,(~,Z), 
P-“NP E Z?A+ ,(A, I), u a suitable row, u a suitable column. Write (i, p ) as 
i 0 9r 10 I, 0 1 i . 
Then by Lemma 2.14, 
\q c 
‘34 0
= 0 1 ( 
so 
1 0 
I( 0 P-’ x l&Y,). 
Cancel M- ‘M, compare first columns and then first rows. The result 
follows. 
(2.17) THEOREM. Let d> 1, A =R. Then EdLz(A,ZjnGLd+,(A.Z) is 
generated by Ei+,(A, I) n GLd+l(A, I) and rhe I,, I + DY with 
D = diag(q? I,..., I), qEZ, 1 + YDEE;+,(A,Z). 1 +DYEGLd+,(A,Z). 
(2.18) Remarks. E#,Z) f~ GL,(A, I) is generated by the e,z(a) e?,(x) 
erz(-a) with x E Z, a E A, and the e,?(x) with s E I. For n > 3, E:r(A, I) f? 
GL,(A, Z) is just E&I, Z), by Lemma 2.2. 
(2.19) Theorem 2.17 is proved in the same fashion as Theorem 2.7. Now 
one takes C = { (“;r y )(A ~):MEE~(A.Z),v-OmodZ.P-‘NPEthegroup 
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generated by the elements mentioned in 2.17). In the analogue of 
Proposition 2.15 one takes the elementary matrices e, to be in EA+ >(A, I). 
We may leave the details to the reader. 
(2.20) Remark. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.17 that one may 
replace the condition A = R by the weaker condition that I contains an 
element in general position. Examples of this situation are 
(1) R is a rE-dimensional noetherian domain and R n I # 0. 
(2) The image of I in A= A/(In R) A is contained in the Jacobson 
radical of x 
3. THE GROUPS MSEd+ ,(R, I) 
In this section we prove the main result (Theorem 3.6). We prove the 
existence of a group structure on certain orbit sets, first in the absolute case, 
then relative to an ideal. It turns out that the relative case follows from the 
absolute case because the orbit sets satisfy an excision property 
(Theorem 3.2 1). Having constructed a multiplicative structure we explore its 
calculus and show that many known formulas have their counterpart in our 
setting (Theorems 3.6, 3.16, 3.25). 
(3.1) From now on we will only consider commutative rings. In 2.3 we 
therefore take A = R. Note that V(I) now equals (m: m is maximal ideal of 
R containing I}. 
(3.2) Notations. If J is an ideal in the (commutative) ring B and n > 2, 
write Um,(B,J) or Urn,(J) for the set of J-unimodular rows of length n. 
Recall that Urn,,(J) does not depend, up to natural bijections, on the ambient 
ring B [ 19, Lemma 11. If 12 > 3, write MSE,(B, J) for the orbit set 
Um,(J)/E,(B, J). Write MSE,(B, J) for Um2(J)/T2(B, J), where T2(B, J) is 
the subgroup of SL2(B) generated by matrices 
1 - abt -b2t 
a’t 1 + abt ! 
with a, b E B, t E J. One checks that T2(B. J) is a normal subgroup of 
GL,(B), containing E2(B, J). (In fact the generating set is invariant under 
conjugation by elements of GL,(B).) Note further that TL(B, J) c E,(B, J), 
because 
I- abt 
a’bt = ezl(a>-* e,](-bt) ezl(a) E E,(B, J). 
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(Use Mennicke relations or [20, Lemma 1 .l] or Lemma 2.14.) If 
L? E Um,,(B, J), write mse(v) for its orbit under E,(B,J) (resp. T2(B. J) if 
n = 2). If g E GL,,(B) has first row u E Unz,(J), write msef g) for mse(vj. 
The usual argument (cf. [4, Sect. 51) shows that g ++ mse(gj induces a 
bijection SL2(B, J)/T,(B. J) + MSE,(B, J). By way of this bijection we may 
give 111SE2(B, J> the structure of a group. We wish to generalize this. Some 
hypotheses on the ring are needed for the generalization. The case of 
II{%,(B) has been treated by Vaserstein [ 17, Sects. 5. 7 1. (If n > 3, 
MSE,(B) stands for MSE,(B, B) = Um,(B)/E,(B), of course.) 
(3.3) Recall that A = R (see 3.1). As the setting of 2.3 is somewhat more 
complicated than the one in [ 131, we need a replacement for conditions of 
the type hr(a,R + .a. a,R) > d. 
DEFINITION (cf. 2.10). We say that (a, ,.... a,.) is in general position if 
V(a,R + . . . + a,R) is the union of v/(1+ a,R + ... +a,.R) and finitely 
many subsets of dimension <d - r. Note that if a is in general position in the 
sense of 2.10, (a) is in general position in the sense of the present definition. 
(3.4) LEMMA (cf. [14, Lemma 1.2; 4. Lemma 2.41). Let L‘. II’ E 
Urn,, ,(R, I). There exist a, p E E,, ,(R, I) such that L’ . a = (a,, a, . . . . . ad). 
II’ . /3 =(b,. a, ,..., ad) with (a, ,..., ad) in genera/ position. 
Proof. By induction on d. Let L’ = (zJ,,.... Pi), 11’ = ()2-‘,,,..., ~1:~). Acting on 
1’ 1I’ 3 3 we may arrange that v0 is in general position and that 
(c,, 11’(1, 2’! ,.... h’& ,) is unimodular (cf. 2.4). Say f, L’(, $ g, IZ’~ + . . + 
g,- , it’s-, = 1. Adding (1t1~ - ~~)f~ L’,, to P~ and (r, - rcd)( g,, )t’,, $ . . . t 
g,- I 1~‘~~ L j to \z’~ we reduce to the case that \lld = cd. NOW arrange that I\‘,, is 
also in general position and add a multiple of L’~E’~ to both L’,! and t-i’,, so as 
to get them in general position (and still equal). Apply the induction 
hypothesis to 
(3.5 j Remark. This proof is an important ingredient in the proof oi 
Theorem 3.6. 
(3.6) TmoRm%. Let A = R, d > 2 (see 2.3). Then AISE,- ,(R. Z) is an 
abelian group with the following operation: 
4,’ me(r), m.se(H’) E AGE,+ ,(R, I). choose representatiL~es (a,. a, ,.... ad) E 
me(c), (b, ,..., bd) E me(w) with ai = bi for i> 1 (~5 Lemma 3.4), and 
choose pO such that a, pO = 1 mod (a, R + ... + a,R). Then 
me(w) . me(u) = mse(a,,(b, +p,,) - 1, (b, + pO! a,. a?...., ad). 
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Remark. For d = 1 there also is a group structure on MSE,, ,(R, I). 
(See 3.2.) As the next computation shows it can also be characterised by the 
formula in the theorem. But we do not claim that MSEJR, 1) is abelian. 
(3.7) The proof of this theorem will be finished in 3.32. First let us show 
that the Theorem is true for A = R = I, d = 2. Say a, p,, + a, p, + a? pz = 1. 
We have 
(b,aI)( :;, ii) = bob0 - a, PI7 boaI +Po4 
and the result follows from 117, Thm. 5.2, Cor. 7.4](take transposes). 
(3.8) Remark. By expanding the techniques used in the remainder of the 
proof, we might give a proof, independent of [ 171, that the operation in 
Theorem 3.6 yields a group. Little would be gained that way, however. 
Vaserstein’s theorem is simply better. It applies to M,!%,(B) for a wider 
class of rings B, and it gives a good interpretation for the group which one 
obtains. For instance? we have not found an independent proof for the fact 
that the group is abelian. 
(3.9) For the time being we only consider the absolute case A = R = Z. 
Thus we consider MSEd+ ,(R, R) = MSE,, ,(R). Theorem 3.6 will be proved 
by induction on d. For simplicity we only show how to get from d = 2 to 
d = 3. (The general induction step is essentially the same.) Let d = 3 now. 
As the definition of the product in MSE,+, (R) involves choosing represen- 
tatives, we first construct “composition maps” *i defined on subsets of 
Urn,, ,(R) x &z,+,(R), taking values in MSE,, ,(R). The construction is 
such that q:? extends *, and q3 extends *z. 
(3.10) DEFINITION OF el. If z’= (u,, LIP, v2, t), r+j = (nlo, nji, nJ2, t) are 
unimodular and (t) is in general position, choose (zO, z,, z2) so that 
mse(z!,,, 6, , ~7~) . w~se($~, WI, I?,,) = mse(.F,, Z, , i2) in MSE,(R/tR) and put 
L’*,w=(zo,z,,z2, t). It is easy to show that this is well defined. 
(3.11) DEFINITION OF *2. If u = (u,,,zI~,z~~,u~), w= (wg,w,,wz,w3), 
(&I, v,, V,? wo, w, , w,) are unimodular and (p, q), (v, z) are in general 
position with p, q E v,R + v,R + c2R, y, z E wOR + w,R + w,R, choose (t) 
in general position such that t - v, E v,R + v,R + v2R, t-w,E 
w,R + w, R + wzR (cf. proof of Lemma 3.4) and put v *2 1~ = (tpo, vi, 
u2, t> *1 (I%), WI, U’z. t). (We will need p, q, y, z to see that d:2 is well-defined. 
One may also use them at this stage to move t more easily into general 
position: Use that we may refine the partition of the maximal spectrum in 
2.3 so that V(pR + qR) and V(yR + zR) are themselves partitioned by the 
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Vi that they contain.) To see that ~1 *2 u’ is well defined, suppose (t’) is in 
general position, t’ - u3 E v,R + v,R + oZR, t’ - w3 E w,,R + w,R + w,R. 
We have to show that 
(u,, L’, 7 vz, t) x, (q), w,, lV2. t) = (vo, II,, uz, t’) *i (w*, w,, 11’2, t’j. 
Neither side changes if we operate upon the rows (vi,, a, T uz), (1~~ , bvi, n~~‘z) by 
elements of E,(R). It is easy to see (use a convenient partitioning of the 
maximal spectrum) that we can arrange (by having elements of E,(R) act) 
that (v,,), (L’~, vr) are in general position. Similarly, arrange that (~t.~), 
( njO, n*,) are in general position while simultaneously (rlO, u, , u?, lvO. FV~) is 
unimodular. (Look at (W,,, 15,) G2) E tlJm,(R/t~,R t v,R + vzR) and note 
that we simply want to put oqO, W,) in general position while we are putting 
(w,), (w,, ~.t’r) in general position. These tasks are compatible.) Working on 
(%, VI 3 uz) again, make that (vO, v,, H’~, til,) is unimodular. (co), (IV,) both 
still in general position. Next arrange (cf. proof of Lemma 3.4) that L’: = IV: f 
(Q), (v,, tt’) both in general position, ur = ~1, mod (u?, tr’), dropping the 
older requirements involving co, v, , )I’~, PV, . It is clear from the formulas in 
Theorem 3.6 (or in 3.7) that 
( 2’0, L’,? C?. t) *, (lVo, W,) VI, tj = (uo, v,, -t, 2%:) i:, (lVo, WI, -r. uz). 
Rut the ideals u,,R + z’r R f u2R, w,R t IV, R i H’, R did not change while 
we were playing with the L?~, %vi. Therefore the right hand side equals 
cc,, u,, 4, c2j e1 (w,, I+‘,~ 4, vz) and the rest is clear. 
(3.12) DEFINITION OF e3. If t: = (z’~, o,, cl, u?), IV== (TV,,, M’,, JZ’~. 1~~) are 
unimodular, choose a, p, y, 6 so that there are p, 4 E (rYO + ati,) 
R t (v, +pu3) R + v?R with (p, q) in general position and J+, z E (u’~ + JOVE) 
R + (~‘r + &v,) R + MI? R with (J’, z) in general position. (To see that IX? ,15’ 
exist, use a partitioning that distinguishes maximal ideals that contain c2 
from those that do not. Note also that p, q exist if and only if 
V((P~ + a~?~) R + (v, + ,8t~,) R + v? R) is the union of the empty set Y(1) and 
finitely many subspaces of dimension at most d - 2.) Adapt the choice of a, 
B, ); 6 further, if necessary, to make that (c, + au,, vi + pv,, I-‘,, liTo A 
)‘W3) b’, $ &v, ) PVJ is unimodular. (As in 3.11 this can be done by adapting 
11, 6 so that (to,, + YMJ~, >v~ + &v, ) is unimodular over R/(uo + oV;) 
R f (L:, $ pu,) R + L’~ R + us2 R.) In short, choose o, p, y, 6 so that (uO + ML:? + 
u, + /5?$) 1’2) Vj) *? (lvo + )‘Wj ) w’l + 8lV~) NJ?) IVY) is defined, and define L! e3 ti 
to be the result one gets. As usual we need to show that this result does not 
depend on the particular choice of (a, /3, y, 6). Thus suppose 
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is also defined. We may add multiples of v2 to vO, ~‘i and of 1~~ to IVY, MI,. 
Use this to arrange that (u, + av3, ~1, + ,L?v,), (utO + yulj, ~7~ + &I~) are in 
general position and that (u, + uvj, u, +/Iv,, i+pO + ynjj, c~i + &vj) is 
unimodular (compare with 3.11). Also arrange that these same properties 
hold with u, /3, y, S replaced by GI’, /I’, y’, 6’. (For this “multiple” goal one 
may either count as in [6, Sect. 21, in particular 2.11, or observe that one 
only needs to consider prime ideals p with R/p infinite; see 2.10.) Now 
observe that (u, + avj, v, + /3u,, v2, vJ) dz2 (;v,, + yujj, ~1, + &I,, iyz, UJ~) can 
be computed as 
where t is chosen such that (t) is in general position, t - ~1~ E (u, + auj) 
R + (z?, + /3v,) R, t - wj E (uy, + yl.v3) R + (~7~ + &v,) R. From this one sees 
that the answer does not change if we add to v2 an element of (~1, + CIC~) R + 
(vi +/?u3) R + tR = v,R + v,R + tl,R. Similarly we may add multiples of 
1VQ , 10, ) w3 to WI. Therefore we may arrange that ~1~ = ~1~. and that (z!~), 
(tt’, ~1~) are both in general position (here t ’ is the analogue of t, obtained 
when working with a’, ,P, y’, 6’ rather than cz, p, y, 6). As before one 
shows that (uO + ovJ, vi +pc,, vz, t) x, (~1~ + ~u’~, w, + &v,, v2, t) equals 
(vO + at’3, u, + /?v~, -t, c:) *, (tag + ynlj, iv, + 6w,, -6, vz). Hence it equals 
(0,. VI, -v3, vz) 4:, (lVo, w,, -1v3, ~1~). (Recall how t has been chosen). But 
that does not involve a, ,& I’, 6 any more, so z’ +3 LV is well-defined. 
(3.13) DEFINITION OF AN OPERATION IN MSE,,+ ,(R) (Case d= 3, 
A = R ~1). If s, YE MSEd+ I(R), choose v, VJ so that x = mse(c). 
p = mse(up) and put x . J’ = v e3 EJ. We will see later that this is the same 
operation as in Theorem 3.6 (see 3.32). Now we wish to show that the 
operation is well-defined. We have to show that vg *:i:3 u~h = c *3 iv for g, 
h E Ed+,(R). Deduce from the above that the answer does not change if we 
add a multiple of L’~, vi or v3 to v?. It also does not change if we add 
multiples of v, to ziO, vi. If q E R one may choose a, ,& 11, 6 so that 
(ug + a(v3 + qvz) u3, u, + P(LJ3 + qL’?) L’3, L’?, L’3) 
x, (w. + y1v3, IV, + 610, ) M’2 ) w3) 
is defined. Use this to show that u *3 M, does not change either if we add qr, 
to v3. Now Ed+,(R) is g enerated by the elements ez,(*) and e,?(*). Therefore 
the above implies vg *3 r~h = v *3 wh. Similarly v *3 MJ/Z = u *3 ~1. 
(3.14) LEMMA. With the operation of 3.13, MSE,+ ,(R) is an abelian 
group (case d = 3, A = R = I). 
ProoJ That it will be abelian is clear from the construction and the fact 
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that the case d = 2 yields abelian groups. Existence of inverses is easy for the 
same reason. To get associativity we need to strengthen Lemma 3.4 a bit (cf. 
[4, Lemma 2.41). Namely, if u = (u, ,..., u,), z? = (v, ,,..., L’~). 11: = (I+~~,~.., I,v~) 
are unimodular, we wish to act upon them .to achieve ui = L’[ = wi for i > I, 
(ur,-, ud) in general position. (If we can do that? we can check associativity 
by reducing to lower dimension. In fact, we can reduce all the way down to 
11fSE,.) First make that ui = ~1~ for i > 1 and make that uO, L’,, are in genera.! 
position. Then make that (u,,uO: HV~,.... )L’~-, ) is unimodular and exploit that 
as in 3.4 to make ud, vd, \I’~ equal. Make that w0 is in general position and 
add a multiple of u~zI’,, I\-‘~ to Us, L’~!~ 1~‘~ to make that moreover lid (=cd = IV,) 
is in general position. Finish by induction. 
(3.15) Extend the above to the case A = R = I, d > 3. 
(3.16) THEOREM (cf. (12. Lemma 2.10; 14. Prop. 1.31) (A = R = I). Ler 
d> 2. 
(i) If u = (v~,..., vd) E Urn,+,(R) fhen 
mse(vi, v,, v2 ,..., vd) = mse(v,. 
7 
v;, c:,..., Cd). 
(ii) If c = (1 + at, b, ,..., bd) E Urn,+,(R), rherz 
mse(c) = mse(1 + at, b,t, b, t. b, ,... ~ b,,) 
= mse( 1 + at. bl t’, b2 ,.- 6,). 
(iii) If L’ = (L’, ,..., v,), II’ = (I$.~, ~1, ) .. . . Cd) are ii? Urn,, ,(R) theri 
mse(w) . mse(r i . z’ L ,..., vd) = mse(vi wo, c 1 ,..., L.,,). 
(iv) rf L’ E Urn,+,(R), g E SL,, ,(R), therz mse(r, . g) = mse(r.1 .
msei gj~ 
(3.17) Remarks. (1) In contrast with 114. Prop. 1.31 the condition 
g E SL,, ,(R) can not be replaced by g E GL,, ,(R). (See 4.16, 4.13 below.) 
(2) For now we will be working with the description of the group 
structure by means of *3 (see 3.13). 
(3.18) Proof of Theorem 3.16. 
(i) See [ 12. Lemma 2.101. 
(ii) Adding multiples of 1 + at, b, t, bzr IO bi (i > 3) reduces to the 
case that (b3,..., bd) is in general position. We may compute in 
MSE;(Rib,R + ... + b,R). AS 
(i. oj(,: 
-- 
:) = (tb, tbz). 
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we have Pnse(i, 0, 1 +a~). mse(b,,6Z: 1 +at)=mse(tb,, tb2, 1 +a[) [17, 
Thm. 5.21, whence the first equality in (ii). To prove the second equality one 
multiplies (6, t, b2t) from the right by an element of E2(R) that modulo 
1 + at looks like diag(t, t- ‘). 
(iii) Say pv, = 1 mod(u, R . . . + ~~13). Then 
me(w) - mse(vi, v, ,..., ud) 
= ~WCXpZ + wo> - 1, (p'+ w~)v,,v~,...,v~) 
= mse(GXp’ + wo> - 1, (vo(pz + We>>* v,, v?,..., vd) 
,mse(vW + wo) - 1, vl, v2 ,..., vd) = mse(v~w,~ 11, ,..., vd), 
(iv) We argue as in the proof of [14, Prop. 1.31. As Ed+,(R) is 
normal in GL d+l(R) 115, Cor. 1.41, neither side changes if we replace v by 
~‘0, g by pgy, with CI, /3, 1~ E Ed+ ,(R). Apply Lemma 3.4 to u and the first row 
of g-1 to achieve that this first row of g-l equals (wO, L’, ,.... vd), where 
wo E R, (u, ,.a., UJ is in general position, LJ = (vo, v, ,..., vd). Say the first row 
of g is (u,, U, ,..., ud) and 
-I - 
g - 
( 
w. v, a.. Vd 
* ) N . 
Let m, ,..., tn, be the finitely many maximal ideals containing J= 
v,R + --. + v,R and let S be the complement in R of l.Jy=, m,. Note that 
J=u,R + ..+ + u,R (e.g., use Cramer’s rule twice). Let M be the associate 
matrix of N, such that NM= MN = det(N) . 1,. As det(g) = 1 we have det 
(N)=u,ES,anddet(M)=u~-‘ES,soMEGL,(S-*R).TheringS-‘R 
is semi-local, so 
E, 
with E E E,(S-‘R). Choose s E S so that 
in GL,(R [ l/s]), with the ei elementary (s may very well be a zero-divisor). 
Note that I is invertible in R/J. Choose p E R with ps = v. - w. mod J. As 
we may add multiples of v,,..., vd to v. we may arrange that ps = v,, - wo. 
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Then 
mse(u . g) = mse((w, + u. - wo, u 1 ,..., 21~) . g) 
= mse( 1 + (u. - wo) uo, (u. - W”) u1 )..., (0, - wO) Ud) 
= mse(1 +psu,, (t’, - ulO) uiu,,..., (u, - Map) 2~~24~). 
(ii) 
NOW 
(u. - WJ u&, )..., Ud) 
= (v, - w()) uo(u, )...) Ud) NM 
= (Ilo - lvo)(-ufJ(u, ‘...) L’J M (look at first row of gg- ‘) 
= (w, - uo) u~(u,u~~‘, u2 ,..., 21~) e, -.a e,: 
where the ei, however, are in E,(R [ l/s]), not E,(R). On the other hand we 
may by (ii) multiply coordinates such as (z!, - Ml0 j zli U, freely by s’. 
Therefore we mimic the effect of the e, as follows. For each e, choose a 
diagonal matrix di with positive powers of s2 on the diagonal, so that e,ti, = 
die; in GL,([ l/s]) f or some e; E E,(R). Choose tii, also a diagonal matrix 
with positive powers of s2 on the diagonal, so that d,dj is central in 
GL,(R [ l/s]). Then 
(u. - w,,) u&ii,..., ud) d,d; a.. d,d; 
= (w. - u,,) u~(u,z&‘, u?,..., cd) d, e{d{ ... d,e;d: 
(over R [ l/s] and one may arrange it to be true over R too) so that 
But r?zse(--q,, c, ,..., ~1~) is just the inverse of nz.se(kt*O. U, ,..., LIP), hence of 
mse(g-I). We have shown that mse(r, . g) = mse(p) . mse(g- ‘j-~ ‘. 
Substituting (1,O ?..., 0) for L’ we see mse( g) = mse( g I ) ~- I7 and (iv) follows. 
(3.19) We now wish to show how the relative case (,R # I) can be reduced 
to the absolute case. If J is an ideal in the commutative ring B, one may 
adjoin a unit to J and thus obtain the ring L @J with multiplication (n 0 i) 
(m@j)=nm@(nj+mi+ij), form, PZEZ, i,j~.J. (Note thatJ=O@Jis 
an ideal of L @ J.) In particular, if one does this to the ideal I in R (R = A I 
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one gets a ring Z @I whose maximal spectrum consists of two parts: One 
part, viz. {m: m contains I), is homeomorphic to the maximal spectrum of Z. 
The other part, the complement of the first part. is homeomorphic to the 
complement of V(1) in the maximal spectrum of R. Therefore if d > 2 the 
maximal spectrum of Z 0 I is the union of finitely many subspaces of 
dimension <d and we may apply the above results to MSEd+ ,(S @I). 
(3.20) Remark. It is not true that if R is d-dimensional noetherian, 
H @I must be d-dimensional or noetherian. (Consider, for example, 
Z=XR + YR in R =Q![[X, Y]].) Th us one needs the setting of 2.3 here. 
Note that the maximal spectrum of Z @I is still noetherian, even if the ring 
Z @ I is not. 
(3.2 1) THEOREM (Excision). Let n > 3 and let J be an ideal in the 
commutative ring B. Then the natural maps MSE,(Z @ J, J) + MSE,(B, J), 
MSE,(Z @J. J) + MSE,(S 0 J) are bijective. 
Remark. In this theorem MSE,(B, J) need not be a group. 
Proof of the Excision Theorem. Surjectivity is clear for both maps (see 
119, Lemma 11). To see that the second map is injective, consider U, 
iti E Urn,,(J), g E E,(Z @J) with v . g= w. Write g as g, g? with 
g,EE,(ZOJ,J)andgzEE,(Z).Clearlyg,=(d p,)withMESL,-,(Z)= 
E,_.,(Z). To see that 14’ is in the same E,,(Z @J, J) orbit as L’, use the 
following lemma, substituting Z’ @J for B. 
(3.22) LEMMA. Let n > 3, v E Urn,(J). The orbit of v under E,,(Z @J, J) 
is invariant under matrices whose transpose is in EA(B, J) (see 2.1, 2.2). It is 
also invariant under matrices of the form ( i ,z{) with M E E+ ,(B). 
Proof: Write v = (1 + a,, a, ,..., a,), aj E J, and ret t E B. For 2 < i ,< n, 
2 <j < n, i #j, we have v . eij(r) = v . e,,.(ai t) eij(-ta,), which is in v’s orbit. 
(Here one needs that B is commutative.) AIso 
v . ei,(t) = v e e,(t) ej,(l) e,(-t) ej,(-1). 
In the right hand side we may replace e,(t), eji(-t), by suitable elements of 
the normal subgroup E,(Z @J, J) of E,,(S 6 J), because of the previous 
computation. Therefore eil(t) leaves the orbit invariant and all transposes of 
“the” generators of E:,(B, J) leave the orbit invariant. 
(3.23) To finish the proof of the excision theorem, consider U, 
11’ E Um,( J), g E E,(B, J) with a . g = 1~. Note that the transpose of g is in 
EL(B, J) by Lemma 2.2, and apply Lemma 3.22. 
(3.24) Notation. We may further write MSE,(f) for MSE,(B, J), n > 3, 
as the excision theorem tells us that the result is independent of the ambient 
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ring B. Note that for v E Urn,(J) one may view mse(r?) E MS’EJJ) as the 
orbit of u under E,(Z @J, J), and also as the orbit under a larger group of 
operations on i%,(J) which contains the operations from Lemma 3.22. 
(3.25) Let us now state the relative counterpart of Theorem 3.16, plus 
some related facts. 
THEOREM (cf. [ 14, Prop. 1.3; 17, Thm. 5.21) (A = R, d > 2). MSE,, ,(Ij 
enjoJ5 the following properties. 
(ij pf L’ = (Us,..., ud) E Urn,+ ,(I) then 
mse(vi, Ul ,..., Ud) = mse(v,, Uf, LIZ ,..., z!dj. 
(ii) If u = (1 + at, 6, 3 .. . . bd) E Urn,, ,(I) with a E I, t E R, then 
mse(o) = mse(1 + at, b, t, b, t, b ,,...? bd) = mse(L + at, bit’, bl . . . . . bd). 
(iii) Let 4’ = (yO ,... ?yd), u = (u, ,..., L’~,J’ r+ 13.~.7 yd) be I - unimodular, 
g E Mr+ ,(R) such that thefirst row of g is (yO,..., y,.) and &t(g) is a square 
of a unit in the ring R/y,, ,R + . . . + ydR. Then 
mse(u) . mse(y) = mse(z, ,..., z,., yr+ i . . . . ~ ydjT 
where (zO ,..., z,) = (u, ?...) urj . g (0 < r < d). 
(iv) Similarly, if y = (yO ,..., yJ, u = (yO ,.... yr, L’,+, ,...* ud) are I- 
unimodular and g E M,-,(R) is such that theJrst row of g is (JI,.+, . . . . . yd) 
and det( g) is a square of a unit in the ring R/y,R + . . . + y,.R, then 
mse(u) . mse( y) = mse(y, . . . . . 11,. z,+ 1 ,..., z,~), 
where (z,+,? . . . . zdj = (L’,+ 1 ,...) Ed) . g (0 < r < d - 1). 
(~1 rf L’ E Urn,+,(I) and g is one of the matrices in 3.22 then 
mse(tl j = mse(zT . g). 
Remark. If t is a unit in R one easily checks (using part (iij for instancei 
that (Us,.... vd) ti (u,,,..., ad-i, tv,) induces a group endomorphism of 
MSE,+ ,(I). If t is not a square this endomorphism may be non-trivial (see 
4.16. 4.13) so that in (iii), (iv), det( g) really has to be a square of a unit. 
(3.26) COROLLARY (A = R, d > 2) (cf. [ 14, Cor. 1.41). 
(i) mse: SL,, ,(R, I) + MSE,, I(I) is a homomorphism. 
(4 [SLd+l(R, I), SJ%+~(R, I)] c SL,(R, 0 Ed1 i(R, 0 
Remark. We will see in 4.16 that [GL,+,(R, I), GLdtl(R, I)] need not 
be contained in GL,(R, I) E,, ,(R, I). 
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Proof of Corollary. Part (i) follows from part (iii) of the theorem (take 
r = d); (ii) then follows from the fact that MSE,+ ,(I) is abelian. (Look at 
kerWL+ l(K I) + MS&+ dI>>). 
(3.27) Proof of Theorem 3.25(i), (ii), (v). Part (i) follows from 3.16(i) 
by excision, and (v) is obvious. 
(ii) The second equality follows as in 3.18, now using Lemma 3.22. 
To prove the first equality observe that 
mse(v) = mse(1 + at, (-at)’ b,, b2,..., bd) 
= mse( 1 + at, b, t2, b, ,..., bd) . mse( 1 + at, a’, 6, ,..., bd), 
where the last equality follows by excision from 3.16(iii). Now observe that 
(1 + at, a’) is unimodular. 
(3.28) Before proving (iii) and (iv) let us introduce a different model for 
MSE,(I). 
Notation. If J is an ideal in the commutative ring B, n > 3, write 
Um,‘,(B, J) for the set of (v~,..., ati) E Urn,(B) with ZIP - 1 E J. Write Gi(B, J) 
for the sugroup of E,(B) generated by Ei(B, J) (see 2.1, 2.2) and ((i i): 
E E E,-,@)I. 
(3.29) LEMMA. With n, B, J as above, the natural map MSE,(J)* 
UmA(B, J)/G!,(B, J) is bijective. 
ProoJ: Surjectivity is easy. If a, 1~ E Urn,(J), g E Gi(B, J) are such that 
v . g = w then we claim that mse(tl) = mse(w). Because E:,(B, J) is normal in 
Gi(B, J), we may write g = hk with h = (A i), E E E,-,(B), k E Ef,(B, J). 
In fact k E E,(B, J) by Lemma 2.2. Use Lemma 3.22. 
(3.30) Proof of 3.25(ii). One extreme is easy: The case r = 0 follows 
from 3.16(iii) by excision. At the other extreme, let r = d. By part (ii) we 
may divide y,, z, by det( g) (= square of unit). Therefore assume det( g) = 1. 
We will modify the proof of 3.16(iv) to fit the present needs. First let us 
change g (and therefore also 4’) such that the first column of g is also I- 
unimodular. (One can achieve this by multiplying g from the right with a 
suitable matrix of the form 
1 0 ( ) * 1, .I 
Then g normalizes Ei+ r(R, 1). To see this, let (a,,..., ad) denote the first 
column of g. Recall that Suslin in [ 15, Sect. l] gives a recipe to write 
ge,,(t) g-’ as a product of elementary matrices (t E R, 2 < i < d + 1). Say 
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d = 2 for simplicity. From the recipe we see that in order to show 
gel,(t) g-l E EA+ ,(R, I), it s&ices to consider matrices like 
i 
1 +aoa,p -atp 0 
afp l-ua,a,p 0 
i 
withp E R, 
0 0 1 
and 
There are various ways to see that such matrices are indeed in EA, ,(R, I). 
For instance, put 
Y= ‘sop 9 
alp 
D=diag(a,, 1). 
Then 1 f DY = e,,(a,) e2r(al p) e,?(-a,,), so that Lemma 2.14 yields 
1 + YDESL,(R)nEL(R,I). 
Now that g normalizes EL ,,(R, I), we represent rnse( c ). mset, 2). 
mse(v . g) by the corresponding elements of Urn:+ ,(R, Ij/G: ~ ,(R, I) (see 
Lemma 3.29). Given 01, p, y E EA t1 (Z @I, I) (which maps into Ei, ,(R, Ij). 
we may replace v by va, g by /3gy. Use this (cf. Lemma 3.4 and Prop. 2.4j to 
reduce to the case: LJ = (co ,..., L’~), v, 5 .. . . nd-, , zjd - 1 E I, R/v ,R + . . . + L.~R 
is semi-local, the first row of gg ’ equals (IRIS, L’ r ,..., ud) for some bt’o, the first 
column of g- ’ is (necessarily) still I-unimodular. (Taking cd E 1 + I makes 
that V(u,R + ... + udR) does not intersect r(I). so it eliminates V(I) from 
the maximal spectrum.) 
Let ui, N> .I7 S, &f. s be as in the proof of 3.16(iv j. Multiplication by s 
induces a bijection of R/J modules I mod IJ 4 I mod IJ. Choose p E I so 
that cO - LI*,, - ps mod IJ. As we may add I-multiples of C, . . . . . vd to cl*, we 
may arrange that ps = U, - nlo. We find as before that 
mse(v - g) = mse( 1 + uo(ao - l.Vo), (w. - On) u, llz- ‘, 
(w. - vo) 1’2 ,...) (w. - vo) Vd). 
(As it happens, v . g is in Urn,, 1(I), not just Urn:, ,(R, Ij, so that the old 
arguments go through, using Lemma 3.22.j As the first column of g is I- 
unimodular, we have u~H’~ = 1 mod(v, I + m.0 + udIj, SO that the old 
arguments show mse(u . g) = mse(u) . mse (first row of g-r)-’ in 
MSE,, I(Z @ I). (Each of the three mse’s is obtained by lifting via 
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UPI;+ l(Z @1)/G;+ ,(Z 0 I).) Ch ase a diagram to check that this means that 
the same relation holds with the original ~1, g in MSEd+ ,(R, I) and finish the 
proof of 3.25(iii), case Y = d, as in 3.18. 
(3.3 1) Let 0 < r < d. We prove part (iii) by induction on d. As module 
or+ ,R + . . . + y,R the determinant of g is a square of a unit t and y,, - 1 is a 
multiple of t, we may use (ii) to replace y, by yi det( g), and similarly z, by 
z, det (g). Therefore, replacing g by g . diag(1, det(g), I,..., l), we may 
further assume that det( g) is a square in R. Put 
J=det(g)zl,R+...+det(g)v,R+y,+,R+... +yd-,R. 
By Cramer’s rule J is contained in both y,R + ... +JJ~-, R and 
z,R + ..- +z,.R +y,+,R + ... +yd-IR. 
As it is also contained in v,R + . . . + v,R +yr+,R + .a. +yd-,R, we may 
add elements of IJ to yd. Now (det(g) v,, ,..., det( g) v,., y,+, ,..., yd) is 
unimodular, so we may further assume that yd is in general position. If d > 2, 
go modulo yd and apply the inductive assumption using the *, product (see 
3.10). If d = 2, instead of making det( g) a square in R, make it 1 modulo yz 
and observe that induction applies again (i.e., note that Vaserstein multiplies 
by reducing to MSE, just as in the x, product. See [ 17, Thm. 5.2. Cor. 7.41; 
cf. 3.7). 
(3.32) Theorem 3.6 follows as in 3.7 from Theorem 3.25(iii), case Y = 1. 
(3.33) Proof of Theorem 3.25(iv). 
LEMMA (A = R, d > 2). Let p = (pO ,..., pd), q = (pO, q, ,..., qd), r = 
(P o7 rl ,..., rd), P, 4, r E Urn,+ ,V>, such that p,, is in general position, 
mse(p, ,..., pd) . mse(q, ..., qd) = mse(F, ..., Fd) in MSE,(R/p, R). Then 
mse(p) . mse(q) = mse(r) in MSE,, I(I). 
Proof. Reduce to the case that pi = qi for i > 2. We may assume that Fj 
is computed (in the fashion described in Theorem 3.6) from the pi, qj, z,~, 
where z = (zO ,..., zd) is I-unimodular brith Ci qizi = 1. By excision the result 
follows from part (iii), applied to MSEd+ ,(Z @ I, Z @ Z). 
(3.34) To prove 3.25(iv) first observe that det( g) E I and that det( g) is 
congruent to a square of an element of I mod(y,R + ... +y,R). (Recall that 
yO - 1 E I.) Thus if r = d - 1, part (iv) follows from Theorem 3.16(iii) by 
excision. And if r < d - 1, .we have 
me(p) . mse( y. ,..., yd-, , det( g)) = mse( y, ,..., yd- 1T yd . W gN. 
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But (yO,..., J,, det(g)) is unimodular, so we simply have 
mse(y) = ntse(y,,..., ydp, ,yn’ . det(g)j. 
Similarly zd may be replaced by zd . det(g) and we further assume, as in 
3.31. that det(g) is a square in R. Put 
J=y,R + ... +y,R+det(g)t~,.+~Rf~..+det(g)c,R. 
As in 3.3 1 we may add elements of IJ to yO and we may further assume that 
-rO is in general position. Use Lemma 3.33 and finish as in 3.31. 
(3.35) We finish Section 3 with some remarks. In Lemma 3.29 we 
obtained a bijection MS,!?,(J) + Um#, J)/G,#?, J) from the inclusion map 
Urn,(J) --$ Unzi(B, J). There is another way to get a bijection MSE,,(J) --) 
UmA(B, J)/G:l(B, J). Call c = (LT,, .... ~7,~~) E Urn,(J), w = (wO ,.... w,- ,) E 
Umi(B, J) associate if x z’!M!~ = 1. If L’ E Urn,(J), it is clear that there is 
M’E Urn@, J) associate to it. Conversely, if 12’ E Urn:!(J), choose 
z E Utn,(B) with x n’izi = 1 and note that there is 13 E &n,,(J). associate to 
\r, with 
v = (*, z,( 1 - WJ ,...) z,_ ,( 1 - l.KO)). 
For IZ 2 3 all elements of Urn,,(J) associate to a fixed 1%’ E UmA(B,J) are in 
the same orbit under E,(B, J). (Hence under E,(T 3 J, J) by Lemma 3.22.) 
To see this, take a closer look at [ 121 (proof of Cor. 2.5). Similarly. all 
elements of Unz~(B,J) associate to a fixed u E Urn,,(J) are in the same orbit 
under EA(B, J) (n > 3). Further, if L’ is associate to N, then 11; . g is associate 
to t’ . transpose (g) i (g E GA@, J)). Thus we get a bijective correspon- 
dence MSE,(J) e, IYM!,(B, J)/G:,(B, J) with mse(c) ++ orbit of MT, if L’ is 
associate to H’. Via this correspondence we can translate results such as 
Lemma 3.22. We find that Urn:@, J)/G#3.J) is the same as Urn,‘,@, J)/ 
-g(B, 0 
(3.36) LEMMA. Let u = (v, ,..., c,~), w = (w, ,..~, IV,) be associate elements 
of Urn,,(B), n > 2. Then for k < 1112, mse(v) = mse(w, .. . . . wik, vzk+ , Ye.., c,;). 
Proof. If I?= 2 then 
g= v1 L’z E SL@). i -w2 lT, ) 
so that 
mse(w,. w?)= mse 
( 
(v,v2)g-’ (9 i)g(y il))=mse(c,,vz). 
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(Compare [ 12, Cor. 2.91.) As r,(B) --f T,(B/v, B + ..a + v,,B) is surjective, 
where T,(B) of course stands for T,(B, B) in the notation of 3.2, we see that 
mse(v) = mse(w,, u’~, vj ,..., v,J. Repeat the argument. 
(3.37) If n is even we thus find that a row is in the same orbit as its 
associate rows. If II is odd the situation is different. If d is even, A = R, v, 
w E urn,, ,(I) are associate, then mse(w) equals 
mse(v . diag(l, l,..., 1, -I))-‘. 
(That this is different will follow from 4.1 and [ 14, Theorem 5.21, applied to 
a suitable field.) Compare also with [ 17, Lemma 13.11. 
(3.38) E,uercise (A = R, d 2 2). Show that there is an exact sequence of 
pointed sets 
l-tMSEd+,(l)-,MSE,+,(RO~)jMSE,+,(R)~ 1. 
(Cf. ] 14, Prop. 3.41.) 
4. HIGHER MENNICKE SYMBOLS, 
STABLY FREE MODULES AND COHOMOTOPY GROUPS 
(4.1) Recall1 that A = R. Let d > 2. If p. E R, a = (a, ,..., a,), b = 
(b o ,..., bd), a, b E Umdtl(l), ui= bi for i> 1, a,,~, = 1 mod (u,R + ... + 
u,R). then me(b) . me(u)-’ = mse(1 - (a, - b,)p,, (a, -b,) a,, uz,..., ad). 
(Use Theorem 3.25(iii) with r = 1; cf. 3.7.) It follows that the map 
MSEd+ ,(I) + MSd+ ,(R, I) given by mse(v) H ms(v) is a homomorphism. 
(We use Suslin’s notation for higher Mennicke symbols; see [ 13, Sect. 51). 
We claim that the kernel of this homomorphism is equal to the group M 
generated by the elements of the form mse( 1 +pt, tu, ,..., ad) . 
mse( 1 + pt, a, . . . . . ad)-’ with p E R, t, a, E I. To see this we have to show 
that the Mennicke relations hold in MSE,, ,(1)/M. One type of Mennicke 
relation even holds in MSEd+,(I), by 3.25(v). Remains the multiplicative 
type. The computation above implies that mse(a,,..., ad) mod M is 
multiplicative in a,. Similarly multiplicativity in ad, say, will follow if we 
know that A4 contains the elements of the form mse(u,,..., adPI, tu,-,, 
1 + pt - a,) . mse(a, ,..., ad-, , 1 +pt - a,))‘, with p, t, a, - 1, a, ,..., 
ad-, E I. (Use 3.25(iv); cf. 3.33). Indeed M contains these elements, as one 
sees by adding the last coordinate to the first. 
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(4.2) THEOREM (A =R,d> 1). I'd is odd, then 
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is exact. If d is euen, then mse(GL,, ,(R, I) n E(R, I)) = 1. 
Remarks. For d = 1 this is the Bass-Kubota theorem and for d = 2, 
rl = R = I it is a special case of a theorem of Vaserstein [ 17, Cor. 7.41. We 
will see in 4.14 that MSE,, i(R, 1) + MS,, ,(R, I) need not be injective, even 
if d is even. 
Proof of the theorem. Let d > 2. Recall that GL,+,(R, I)n E(R,I) is 
generated by E,, ,(R, I) an d 1 e ements of the form (1 + D Y)( I + YD) ’ with 
D = diag(q, l,..., 1), q E A, YE Md+l(I)r 1 + DYE GLti+I(Ry I) (see 
Remark 2.9a)). If d is even one sees from Theorem 3.25(ii) that 
mse(1 + DY) = mse(1 + YD), proving the second half of the theorem. 
Let d be odd. It is still clear that ms( 1 + DY) = ms( 1 + YD), where. as in 
[ 141, ms( g) denotes ms (first row of g). It remains to show that 
mse: GL. d+ 1(R, I> n E(R, I) --t ker(~SE,+ ,ili + MS,+ l(K 1)) 
is surjective. Therefore, consider mse(1 +pt, ta,, al,‘.., ad) with p E R, i. 
a,EI, as in 4.1. Choose rEa?R + a.. + a,R such that (1 +pt, a,) .r) is 
unimodular. As (1 tpt, a,, P’) is also unimodular, there is g E 
SL,(R/r’R) n E,(R/r’R, I/r’R) 
__ -- 
such that (l+pt,d,).g=(l+pf.ait) in 
Um,(R/r2R, Ilr’R). (U se Mennicke symbols or use Lemma 2.14. with 
D = diag(< ?), Y = ( ” h, ) E Mz(I/r’R).) 
Let g E E,[R, I) be a lift of 2. As d is odd, we may now use the same 
argument as in Suslin [ 12, Sect. 21: Choose x2...., xd and a (d - 1) x 2 
matrix N so that 
(Take 
N= 
I 
.I 
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Choose a 2 x 3 matrix M with coefficients in rR so that 
0 01 XT **. x 
1+pt a, 0 a*...a:: )( 
i 
0 0 1 x2 d *.. x 
= 1 fpt a,t 0 a2..-ad 
Conjugating 
i 
g 0 
NM Id-1 E E,+,(RTz) 
by a suitable element of Ed+ :(R), we obtain h E Ed+2(R, Z) with 
0 1 0 *.. 0 
a, -a. ad 0 1 +pt a,t a, a.- ad 
Write h = (i t ), with k E GL,, ,(.R, Z) flE(,R, Z). Then, by Theo- 
rem 3.25(iii), 
mse( 1 +pt, ta, , a2 ,..., ad) . mse( 1 +pt, a, ,..., ad)-’ = mse(k). 
(4.3) Let d > 2. If N is a subgroup of SL,, ,(R, I) containing Ed+ ,(R, Z), 
we may by Theorem 3.25(iii) identify Um,+,(Z)/N with the abelian group 
MSE,+,(Z)/mse(N). (In fact we may take N somewhat larger still, as one 
sees from 3.25(iii).) Theorem 4.2 says that for N = GLd+ ,(R, I) nE(R, Z) 
the. group Urn,, ,(R? Z)/N is MS, + l(R, I) if d is odd, MSEd+ ,(Z) if d is even. 
If we take N= SLd+,(R, I), we get the group Um,+,(Z)/SL,+ ,(R, Z) in 
which the non-trivial elements are represented by “non-completable” rows. If 
d is odd it follows from [ 12, Thm. 2 J that every d! power is trivial in 
Urn,, ,(Z)/SLd+ ,(R, I). (Reduce to the case R = L @ Z, as usual.) We will 
see in 4.15 that Unz,+,(Z)/SL,+,(R,Z) need not be a torsion group if d is 
even. 
(4.4) COROLLARY (cf. [14, Prop. 1.51). For d odd we have ~llz exact 
sequence 
SLd(R,Z)-tSK,(R,Z)~MS,+,(R,Z)-t um,+,(R,z)/sL,+,(R,z)j 1. 
For d even we have an exact sequence 
SL,(R, 1) - SK,@, I) + MSEd+ ,(R, I) + Urn,, I(R, Z)/SL,+ l(R, I) --* 1. 
Proqf: Recall SK,(R,~)~SL,+,(R,Z)/GL,+,(R,Z)n E(R,Z). The 
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second map in the exact sequence is induced by mse: SL,, ,(R, f) + 
MSE,, ,(R, I). 
(4.5) Remark. For even d we get the following analogue of 114, 
Car. 2.61. (Notation w*t as in lot. cit.) The composite map 
MSE,, ,(R 0 h‘r SK,(R, I) + MS-E,,+ ,t,R, I) 
sends mse(u,,..., ~1~) to mse(@, v , ,..., L’J, which is not always the same as 
mse(v,,..., c~)~!, however. (See 4.18 for an example where they differ.) 
(4.6) THEOREM (Excision). Let J be an ideal itr the commutative ring B 
and n > 3. Then the map MS,,(Z @J, J) + MS,(B, J) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. To construct its inverse, use excision for MSE. (See also 3.24.) 
(4.7) Recall that if B is a commutative ring Um,,(B)/GL,,(B) is in 1-I 
correspondence with the set of isomorphism classes of rank rz - I projective 
modules P with P @ B free. In particular. if A = R = I, Um,,, l(R)/GL,, ,(R) 
is in l-1 correspondence with the set of isomorphism classes of rank d 
stably free projective modules. (Use stability for K,; see [2, Ch. IV Cor. 
3.5 1.) If d is odd, then Urn,, ,(R)/SL,+ ,(,R) = Urn,, l(R)/GL,, ,(R). 
because Mennicke relations hold in the left hand side. (For a better reason, 
see 4.9 below.) Therefore let us look at Urn,, ,(R)/SL,+ ,(R) for even d. It is 
acted upon by GL ,(R). If this action is non-trivial (for an exampie see 4.16). 
then we do not get a group structure on Um,,,(R)/GL,,,(R) (at least not 
one compatible with the group structure on Um,+,(R)/SL,+ ,(R)). TE.us 
from our point of view Um,+,(R)/SL,+ ,(R) is to be preferred over 
Um,, ,(R)/GL,, 1(,R j. We interpret it as follows. 
If B is commutative, n > 2, Um,(B)/SL,(B) . 1s in l-l correspondence with 
the set of isomorphism classes of oriented rank n - 1 projectives P with 
P @ B free. Here an orientation is a generator of the free rank 1 module 
An- ’ P. The correspondence goes like this: If c E Um,l(B), then c determines 
a split injection B 4 B”, whose cokernel is a projective module P. Using a 
splitting B” + B of u we get an isomorphism B” --f PO B, hence an 
isomorphism /\” B” --f A’-’ P. and the image of e, A ... A e,, is an orien- 
tation of P. Thus we have 
(4.8) THEOREM (A = R = I, d > 2). The set of isomorphism ciasses of 
oriented stably’ free rank d projective modules carries the structuae oJ’ ai? 
abelian group. If d is odd it is also the set of isomorphism cIasses of stab/j- 
free rank d projective modules (without orientation). 
(4.9) Remark. If P is an oriented stably free projective module with a 
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rank 1 free direct summand, then GL(P) obviously acts transitively on the 
set of orientations of P. Therefore. if n is even, Um,(B)/SL,,(B) = Urn,,(B)/ 
GL,(B), by a lemma of Bass [3, Cor. 4.21. 
(4.10) Now let R be a noetherian ring of dimension d (d > 2) which is at 
the same time a topological ring such that the group of units R * in R is open 
and UM u-’ is continuous on R*. (Thus R satisfies condition (1) of Swan 
[ 18, Sect. I].) 
LEMMA. The orbits of Um,, ,(R) under Ed+ ,(R) are open. 
Remark. For this lemma it is not essential that R is noetherian of 
dimension d. Condition (1) of Swan [ 18, Sect. 1 ] will do. To see this one has 
to make the proof that follows more explicit. 
Proof oJ’ Lemma. Let Y = (v,,,..., v,,) be unimodular and let 
11’ = (wo,..., wd) be sufficiently close to it. Put c,jr) = z.),~ for j < r, vjr’ = uii for 
j > r. If Cv, pi = 1, then o,. = Cvj”p, is close to 1 and hence invertible. We 
get mse(v+ “) . mse(v”‘)- ’ =1,, mse(*, 1 - (v,. - ~,)p~a;‘, *) = 1, as 
1 - (v, - w,)p,a;’ is close to 1 and hence invertible. Thus mse(tv) = 
mse(vcd-‘)) = -.- = mse(v). 
(4.11) Let X be a finite simplicial complex of dimension d, d > 2, and let 
R be a dense subring of the ring R” of continuous real valued functions on 
X, satisfying the conditions in 4.10. (see Swan [ 18, Thm. 6.3 ] for the 
construction of such R.) Lemma 4.10 shows 
THEOREM. MSE,+,(R)z [X, IRd”\{O}], the set of homotopjl classes of 
continuous maps X+ RF(“+ l\(O). 
Remarks. (I) Using the action of SL,, i(R) = Ed+,(R) on Rdf’, one 
sees that it does not matter whether one takes free homotopy classes or 
spaces with base points. (The base point of Rd+‘\{O} would be (1, O,..., O).) 
(2) Of course [X, Rd+‘\{O}] is the same as [X, Sd]. (Here Sd is the 
d-sphere.) As for most values of d there is no suitable way to multiply the 
two projection maps Sd X Sd + Sd in [Sd x Sd, Sd] (see Adams 
[ 1, Thm. 1.1(a)]) we see that some restriction on the dimension of R is 
necessary in Theorem 3.6. In contrast, no such restriction is needed in 
Suslin’s result [ 12, Sect. 21 that the rows (ayl,..., a,“r) and (a:~“‘~; a,,..., a,) 
are in the same orbit under E,,~ ,(B) f-7 SL,(B), if (a, ,..., a,.) E Urn,.(B), r < 4, 
and at least one of r, m, ,..., m, is even (mi > 1). 
(4.12) As d > 2, we are in the stable range of the suspension theorem [ 11, 
Ch. 8, Sect. 5, Thm. 111, i.e., the suspension map [X, Sd] + [SX, Sd+‘] is 
bijective. As [SX, Sd+ ‘1 is an abelian group, we may ask if the (bijective) 
map MSE,+,(R)-+ [SX, Sd~“] is a homomorphism. This is indeed the case. 
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Algebraically the map can be imitated by the homomorphism MSE, + , (R ) 4 
MSEd+,(R’), sending rnse(z’O,...,zlJ to mse(l-2t,4(r-t’)v,,...,4(t-t’)v,), 
where R’ is a suitable subring of iFsX (such that MSEd+ ,(R’) z [SX, S”+’ ]j 
and t is the suspension parameter (0 < t < 1). We have to show that the iden- 
tification of MSE d+,(R’j with [SF, Sd+‘] respects group structure. This 
follows from the fact that the two group structures “commute” in the sense 
of [5, Proof of Prop. 9.91. Thus A4SEd+,(R) can be interpreted as a 
cohomotopy group, and also as Hd(X, Z) by [23, Ch. V, Cor. 6.191. 
(4.13) Let us specialize further, taking 
X=Sd= ((x (),..., Xd) E IF?“: -jJ xi = 1 }. 
Take R = R, = T-‘lF?[X,,..., X,]/(CXf - l), w h ere T is the multiplicative set 
of polynomial functions that do not have any zero on Sd. We get 
MSE,+ ,(Rd) % Z, via the topological degree (i.e., mse(v) H degree of the 
map x ++ v(x)/[]u(x)(]). As g enerator of MSEd, ?(Rd) we may take 
mse(x, ,..., xd). We can make several instructive computations. From 123, 
Ch IV 9.2, 10.6, 10.8 (and the remarks preceding 10.8)] we see 
LEMMA. (i) If d is odd, d f 1,3,7, then mse(SL,+ ,(Rd)j consists of the 
elements of even degree. 
(ii) Ifd = 1, 3, 7 then mse(SL,+,(R,)) i4 all ofMSEd+ IjRd). 
(iii) If d is even, then mse(SL,+ ,(Rdj) = 1. 
(4.14) The element mse(,u, .,., xd)’ is a non-trivial element of the kernel of 
MSE,, ,(Rrlj + MS,, ,(Rd) because it goes to ms(x~, X, ,‘.., sd) = 
msjl, x, ,..., XJ = I. For d odd, d# 1, 3, 7, it follows from this and 
from Lemma 4.13(i), Theorem 4.2, that SL,, l(Rdj -+ MSE,, ](Rdj 2 
MSdi,(Rd)-t 1 is exact. Thus in this case MS,, l(Rd) = Z/22 with 
generator ms(x,,..., xd). In other cases we will get the same description. (We 
still have to see that ms(x “,..., xd) is non-trivial in the other cases). It is 
easy to see that one has for each d, d > 1, a homomorphism 
iMSd+ ,(U --, MSd-+#L J sending ms(& ,..., Id) to rns(‘f!) . .. . fd.xd+ !I. 
wheref, equalsfi modulo x~+~R~+~. (We identify Rd+, modx,+,R,,., with 
Ii,. This corresponds with the equatorial embedding of S” in S”+ r. Compare 
also 4.12.) Observe that the generator ms(x @,..., xd) is sent to the generator 
ms(xO ,..., xd+ ,). As for large odd d the generator is non-trivial it must always 
be non-trivial. [The referee suggests to prove this by showing that one has a 
homomorphism MS,, l(Rd) --t L/2? via the notion of the degree mod 2 of a 
smooth map Sd + S d. Recall that this degree mod 2 is obtained by taking a 
non-critical value of the smooth map and counting the number of inverse 
images of the chosen value modulo 2. By Sard’s theorem the set of non- 
critical values has measure 1. Let us show that the degree mod 2 satisfies the 
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multiplicative .Mennicke relation. Thus cohsider (&,..&), (g,, f, :...,fa) E 
UK?,+ ,(Rd) and let sph(f,,,..., fd) denote the map Sd --t S” corresponding with 
(Jo ,..., fd). If there is a noncritical value of the form (0, c, ,..., c,~) for 
vh(f,,...&), sph( g,,, f, ,...,.f,>, sph(f, g,,f, ,...&) simultaneously, then it is 
easy. In general we may achieve that some (0, c,,..., cd) is a critical value for 
both qW,,...,f,) and vh(g,,f, -fd), with the two inverse images of 
(0, Cl ,-**, cd) disjoint from each other, by adding a real linear combination of 
f, ,..., fd to f, and also a real linear combination of f, ) ..,, fd to g,,. By 
multiplying f,, g,, by positive real numbers we can make (0, c, ,..., cd) non- 
critical for sph(f, g,,fr,...,fd) too.] Summing up, we have iIfS,+ ,(Rd) z 
L/2Z for all d > 1. But the sequence SL, + ,(Rrl) --f MSE,+ ,(Rd) --* 
MS,, ,(Rd)) --f 1 is exact only for d odd, df 1, 3,7. (Use 4.13.) 
(4.15) We now describe the group Um,+,(R,) /SLd+,(Rd) of 
‘Theorem 4.8 (see 4.3). For even d it equals MSE,, ,(Rd) z L, by 4.13. For 
odd d, d # 1, 3, 7 it equals MS,, ,(Rd) z Z/2L, by 4.13 and 4.14. For d = 1, 
3, 7 it vanishes. (Use 4.13(ii)). 
(4.16) The element D = diag(-I, l,..., 1) acts by sending mse(x, ,..., xd) to 
mse(-x,, x Now let d ;;.;%fj ==-=-yeX;;$ -‘. So it sends any element to its inverse. 
d+ I(Rd) be chosen such that mse(g) # 1. 
(Use Lemma 4.13(i), (ii)). As d + 1 is now even it is easy to check that 
mse(DgD - ‘) equals nzse( g)- ‘, hence not mse( g). We find that DgD - ‘g - ’ 6? 
GLd(Rd)Edt,(Rd). (Compare 3.26(ii)). On the other hand one derives from 
[ 9, Sect. 7 ] that SLn+ , (&d/E,+ I(&) 2 nd(SLd+ I(‘“)>- Thus 
PROPOSITION. For d odd, the group SL,, ,(R,)/E,+ ,(Rd) is abelian. but 
GL,, , (Rd)/Ed+ ,(Rd) is not. 
Remark. To get examples where SL,(R)/E,(R) is not abelian, m > 3, 
take m = 2n, nf 1, 2 or 4, R = Rx, X=S’“- x S”‘-‘. (By Milnor 
[9, Sect. 71 one may compute in [X, S0(2n)]. By (22, Ch. X, Sect. 51 it 
suffices to check that a certain Samelson product is non-zero. By [22, Ch. X, 
Thm. 7. lo] it is such a product whose order is determined in [IO].) 
(4.17) The multiplicative relations fail rather badly in MSEd+ ,(Rd) as the 
following example shows. (This was pointed out by C. Weibel.) 
EXAMPLE (cf. Weibel [22, Example 2.2(c)]). 
mse(x,(2x, f-u,), xi + x0x,, x2* .. . . xd) = mse(x,, x, ,..., xJ2 f 1, 
but mse(x,, xi + x,x,, x2 ,..., sd) and 
mse(2x, + x, , xi + x0x,, xz ,..., xd) = mse(2x, + x, , -xi, x2 ,..., I Y) d, 
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are both trivial (d> 2). This example also works in 
A4SE,+,(G[X, ,..., X,]/(.ZX; - 1)). 
To see this, note for instance that 
while 
mse(xi, 2x$ci + xi f x0x,, x2 . . . . . xdj 
= mse(x,, 2x&$ + xi + xOxl, x;, x 3 :..., X,/) = 1, 
so that 
mse((-I - 2x,x,) xf, 2x:x: + x6 + x0x,, x2 ,.... xd) 
= mse(-1 - 2x0x,. 2x:x; + x6 + x0x,, x2, . . . . xd) 
= mse(-I - 2x,x,. xi, x2 ,.=.. xd) 
= mse(-1 - 2,x,x,, q, of ,..., xd) = 1, 
(4.18) Of course one gets from 4.14 a simpler example of the failure 
of multiplicative relations in hlSE,+,(Rdj: If II is an integer, n > I 
then mse($, x , ,..., xd) = mse(xi. x1 ,..., xd)” = mse( 1, s, . . . . ~ xd)” = 1, but 
mse(x, ..., xd)2n f 1. 
(4.19) We now give an example showing that the analogue of Suslin [ 14, 
Lemma I. L ] fails for MS,!?. 
Example. L,et 
2x; - M= ( 1 2x,x, 
2x,x1-2x,x, 2x,x2 - 2x; + i i . 
Then ,@E SL,(RJxzR2) and (xi + x,x, + s;, x,xz) hl= (xi - .KoX2 -
si, 2s,s, + s,sz) so that 
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so that 
mse(xf - x0x2 - xi, 2x,x, + x,x2, xz) = mse(x, , x0, x2)’ # 1. 
On the other hand, (-x: - x0x1 - xi) Rz + (2x,,x, + x,x2) Rz = 
(xi + x0x1 + x:) RZ + x,x2R, has height 2 in R. (It is the intersection of four 
maximal ideals in Rz .) Therefore by Suslin ] 14, Lemma I.11 (cf. [ 13, 
Lemma 5.3, Lemma 5.41) one has ms(x: - x,,x~ -xi, 2s,s, + x,x2, x2) = 
111S(.Y~+XOXZ+X:.,X,X2,X2)= 1. Thus the analogue of Suslin [ 14, 
Lemma I.11 fails for MSE. For MSE the correct rule is given by 
Theorem 3.25(iv), which is of course also valid for MS. 
(4.20) Questions. (1) If B is a commutative ring and II > 3 is such that 
A&SE,+,(B) vanishes, is there a group structure on MSE,,(B) satisfying the 
properties in Theorem 3.25? (Cf. 117, Thm. 5.2, Cor. 7.41.) 
(2) Similarly, if R is d-dimensional and d < 2n - 4, do we have such a 
group structure on MSE,(R)? (2n - 4 is the bound suggested by the 
Suspension Theorem; cf. 4.12.) 
(3) Can one give interpretations for MSE,, ,(R) for d > 2, similar to 
the one given by Vaserstein for d = 2; e.g., in the line of [ 12, Sect. 5]? 
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